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1
What do we know 
about Jesus?

ì The participant’s course book
This chapter begins with a focus on the life of
Jesus and goes on to encourage participants to
think about their own story. They may recognise
some of the elements of trial and condemnation
that Jesus experienced. It then covers the sign
of the cross and some introductory material on
prayer. It contains the following:

n Where did Jesus come from?
n The trial and execution of Jesus
n Deserted?
n My story
n The sign of the cross

• The rosary

Aims:
n To introduce Faith Inside
n To place Jesus in context in his humanity, arrest,

suff ering and resurrection
n To encourage participants to think of their own life story
n To place Faith Inside on a journey of prayer and

accompaniment

Objectives: participants will…
n appreciate the similarities between Jesus’ life and

their own
n start to look diff erently at their time in prison
n know a few common Catholic prayers as signs of

personal and communal identity and hope

Homework:
n Think about your name. Do you know why you were

given it? Do you have a nickname? Who uses it
and why?
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 è Before we begin
Before the course begins it would be useful to let the appropriate 
prison departments know about it and to explain that their support and 
encouragement would be valued. Faith development can be an important 
part of the overall strategy in prison to encourage prisoners to recognise 
and address their off ending behaviour and so move forward.

The role of the leader is to encourage a fully integrated approach so 
participants become, in the words of St Irenaeus, fully alive.

At the start, leaders will need to ask the group to be patient. All of their 
questions won’t be addressed on day one. Everyone will come with a 
diff erent understanding of both faith and what the scriptures are about.  

It would be helpful to give a brief overview of the course. As it develops, 
make a note of questions that need to be addressed. 

All of the above might seem obvious – instinctive to experienced chaplains. 
Any programme is only as good as the person presenting it. Our own 
stories – and a touch of humour – can give life to the material on the page.

 è An unexpected beginning
It is important to put Jesus into a human context as this is the entry 
point to becoming fully alive. The familiar Christmas story had a 
purpose, one which we see drawing to its climax in the suff ering, death 
and resurrection of Jesus.

The story of the arrest, trial and sentencing of Jesus is off ered to help 
prisoners connect with their own reality, their own arrest, appearance in 
court, sentencing, and its consequences for their future. Spend some time 
asking participants to share how they felt when they were sentenced.

 ì Jesus’ story
The preferred option is to tell the passion story in your own words. This 
is not  to dismiss the accounts in the Gospels but to keep the essential 
simplicity and starkness of the events that took place in Jerusalem.   

The group may want to talk about the Gospel accounts at some point. It is 
important to point out that the Gospels each have diff erent perspectives.

 ì Did Jesus despair?
The key objective in this fi rst chapter is to lead participants towards 
prayer. The words of Jesus on the cross, “My God my God, why have 
you deserted me?” present an opportunity to show that these words, 
taken literally, could be interpreted as Jesus being in despair. But 
taking the words of the scriptures literally is at the heart of biblical 
fundamentalism and is unhelpful. It can lead to distorted ideas 
about God and faith. We need to explain that biblical text has to be 
understood in its proper context.

 è Introduction to Faith Inside
At fi rst glance, this unit may seem quite basic. However, 
we do not know what level of knowledge the participants 
have. It is important to approach this programme of faith 
development without presuppositions. Inevitably, diff erent 
people will be at diff erent places in their personal journey of 
faith, so it is important to spend some time getting to know 
the prisoners who have decided to engage with Faith Inside.

From the outset, the focus is to encourage the participants to identify their own 
personal stories and to relate them to those of the Gospel.  

Many of the personal stories will be stories of addiction and sometimes of deep 
personal struggle. We need to reassure participants that whatever they say 
will be treated with respect. We are not off ering solutions to all problems, but  
supporting the participants as they try to move their life in a new direction. 

Faith Inside is a programme designed to encourage participants to understand that 
information about their faith can lead to the formation of a new kind of future.

Within all prisons there are a number of support agencies. Part of our leadership 
role is to act as signposts to these. And we need to reassure participants that 
they don’t make this journey alone. 

It could be valuable to look at the concept of pilgrimage to holy places and the 
desire to make lasting changes. The time in prison is a real journey. Participants 
are making their own pilgrimage, a journey in faith. Faith Inside is a help on that 
journey towards God.
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!

Explain that these words of Jesus form a prayer of certainty. 
He is speaking the fi rst words of Psalm 22. Devout Jews would 
immediately have recognised this. They would also have 
understood that Jesus was affi  rming the presence of God in a 
situation where it would have been easy to imagine that God 
was absent. In the impossible situation, nailed to the cross, 
Jesus prayed. 

 è The sign of the cross
The cross did not become the identifying 
mark of the faith community until the fourth 
century when Emperor Constantine became a 
Christian, leading to Christianity becoming the 
religion of the empire.  

The early Christians used the image of a fi sh as 
the fi rst sign of their faith. They also used the 
letters of the word ICHTHUS, the Greek word 
for fi sh, to express their belief in Jesus. The 
letters stand for the phrase which is translated 
as Jesus Christ, Son of God, and Saviour. This 
was a very neat summary of what the early 
communities believed.

 è Prayer
As well as praying on the cross before his death, Jesus often went 
away by himself to pray. Prayer was an integral part of his life. This 
fascinated his friends so much that they asked him to teach them 
to pray. Jesus taught them the Our Father, the Lord’s Prayer.

Making the Our Father available in the various languages of the 
prison is important. Off ering formal prayers gives sense of security 
to participants and makes informal prayer more achievable.  

End each session with prayer as a conclusion.

 è The rosary
This might be a useful opportunity to introduce the rosary. 
A simpler introduction might be to off er a single decade and 
suggest that the individual think of a special intention for each 
prayer, for example, for their own needs, their family members, 
friends or someone who is sick.

! Psalm 22 is full of potential. It might 
be possible to spend some time with 
the participants looking at it in detail 
and comparing it with the accounts of 
the passion of Jesus.

! The stations of the cross 
can provide an opportunity 
for prayer and personal 
refl ection. 

! Ask the participants to take a 
moment to draw the outline 
of the fi sh or to look at the 
representation in the book.

Discussion topics

 n Signs of group identity

 n Prison

 n Family

 n Society 

 n Christianity

 n Conformity

 n Loneliness and isolation

 n Death and resurrection

 n Jesus

 n Self

 n Can I pray the Our Father?
 Where is God in my prison experience?

 n Daily bread: what keeps me going while 
 I am in prison?
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